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Brian Cobby’s story 
Part 2 of 2 - 1996 – 1997 – Operation Alliance at Zgon 

 
Cougar escort vehicle in the hills of Bosnia 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

 

Authors’ note 
 
The principal authors of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, are John Cochrane, a former 
member of the unit, and his niece Marina Tinkler, a Concordia University literature student.  This record of 
events was prepared in 2016, many years after they occurred.  The authors prepared this record principally using 
information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved.  Where possible, this information was 
corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other publicly available information. 
The record presents the events as the individuals involved remember them several years after they occurred. 
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Brian Cobby’s story  

Brian Cobby deployed to Bosnia from November 1993 to May 1994 with the 12e Régiment blindé du 
Canada (12 RBC) on Rotation 2 of Operation Cavalier.  The 12 RBC Battle Group (BG) was deployed to 
Bosnia to respect Canada’s commitment to provide a battalion-sized force (CANBAT 2) to the United 
Nations Protection Force in Bosnia (UNPROFOR II).  The 12 RBC was stationed at Visoko, where Brian 
worked in the Regimental Headquarters as a driver for the Tactical Air Control Party (TACP).  This part of 
Brian’s story is described in Part 1 of 2. 

Brian deployed to Bosnia a second time from July 1996 to January 1997 with A Squadron of the 12e 
Régiment blindé du Canada (12e RBC) on Rotation 2 of Operation Alliance.  A Squadron was part of a 
group of soldiers that were fulfilling Canada’s commitment to provide troops for the NATO-led Dayton 
Peace Agreement Implementation Force (IFOR).  On this rotation, A Squadron was stationed at Camp 
Maple Leaf near Zgon, where Brian worked as the cougar gunner in call sign 13C.  This part of Brian’s 
story is described in Part 2 of 2. 

From the time Brian returned from his first deployment to Bosnia, to the time he commenced training 
for his second deployment, he pursued his post-secondary education at Champlain College studying 
social sciences.  During the summers, he was employed on several military call-outs.  Throughout that 
period, Brian felt a strong urge to return to Bosnia.  He felt that he had left too soon before the situation 
had been resolved.  He volunteered to return every time an opening was announced and, eventually was 
accepted. 

Preparatory training for a second deployment 

Brian deployed to Bosnia a second time from July 1996 to January 1997, this time with A Squadron of the 
12e Régiment blindé du Canada (12 RBC) on Rotation 2 of Operation Alliance. 

The preparatory training for the rotation started in January 1996.  The reservists going on the rotation 
were first assembled in Long Point where they underwent several weeks of individual skills and refresher 
training.  Once in Valcartier, Brian and the other three members of the RCH were assigned positions in A 
Squadron of the 12 RBC.  Brian Cobby and Mark Fex became gunners in call signs 13C and 13D 
respectively.  Marc Legault became a gunner in one of the other troops and Charles Arnsby became a 
Bison driver at the squadron headquarters.  Once A Squadron was topped up with the reservists, it 
proceeded with collective training.   

The collective training was conducted both in Valcartier and in Gagetown.  Brian remembers that the 
training for this rotation was focussed more on battle skills than the training for the previous rotation.  
The soldiers would no longer just be providing protection for convoys providing humanitarian aid.  They 
needed to be ready, if they were called upon, to enforce the Dayton Peace Accord.  The Squadron 
conducted a lot of range exercises and battle runs.  On the range, they fired at the usual intervals, but 
placed more emphasis on close engagements.  This was done, because the squadron wanted to be able 
to defend itself in the mountains and forests that are prevalent in Bosnia.  The crews were drilled to be 
able to react quickly and engage targets at short-range.  On the battle runs these targets were often 
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positioned on the reverse sides of the slopes, forcing the crews to react quickly as they crested the hill.  
For Brian and the other gunners it was a great opportunity to improve their gunnery skills. 

For its final exercise, the Squadron moved to Gagetown for a period of six weeks, four of which were 
spent off base in the area around Sussex, New Brunswick.  During this period, they practised patrolling 
and setting up checkpoints among the civilian population.  The Squadron also spent two weeks on the 
ranges.  During this whole period, Brian remembers being uncomfortable in the rainy, cold spring 
weather.  The only good thing about the weather, was that it made the Squadron’s subsequent arrival in 
warm and sunny Bosnia feel very uplifting. 

Throughout the preparatory training, Brian noted that those soldiers who had been on a previous 
rotation were very dubious about their ability to help the Bosnians, based on the difficulties that they 
had encountered while working for UNPROFOR. 

Charles Arnsby, Marc Legault and Brian Cobby attend a smoker at the RCH before heading to Bosnia 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

After taking leave, the Squadron deployed to Bosnia in July.  The squadron members flew directly to 
Zagreb and were then transported by bus to Camp Black Bear in Velika Kladusa (VK).  At VK, the Canadian 
logistical centre for the area, they performed their in-clearance and attended a number of briefings.  
Their bus then proceeded on to Camp Maple Leaf near Zgon. 
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Tactical situation 

When Brian returned to Bosnia, he found that many changes had occurred.  Most importantly, the 
Dayton Peace Accord had been signed in December 1995.  This accord split Bosnia into two quasi-
independent regions3, one populated almost exclusively by Serbs and the other populated mostly by 
Bosniaks and Croats.  A demarcation line had been drawn between the two regions and a buffer zone 
was established on either side of the line.  The armies on each side had vacated the buffer zones, 
withdrawn their forces and deposited their weapons and ammunition in cantonment sites established 
throughout the country.  This withdrawal had occurred in the thirty days following January 19th, 1996.  In 
many places, the buffer zone corresponded to an area that had been mined by one group or the other.  
Several controlled crossings had been established through these zones. 

The United Nations had also disengaged from the conflict, and peace enforcement activities had been 
taken over by NATO.  To help implement and oversee compliance with the Dayton Accord, NATO had 
established an Implementation Force, referred to as IFOR.  This force had about 60,000 soldiers 
compared to UNPROFOR’s 30,000, and it had armoured, artillery and air resources that would allow it to 
take on any belligerents, if needed.   

For hierarchical control purposes, NATO had divided its forces and the area they covered into three 
sectors – The American sector (North), The French sector (South-east) and the British sector (South-
west).  The Canadian troops had been assigned to IFOR’s south-west sector.  The South-west sector was 
referred to as the British sector, but each of the participating nations took a turn commanding it.  Parts 
of the Southwest sector fell into the Serbian part of the country while other parts of it fell into the 
Bosniak/Croat part of the country.  

Brian deployed on the second and final rotation of Canadian soldiers in IFOR.  On this rotation, Canada 
had been asked to lead a Multi-national Brigade.  The Brigade was comprised of Canadian, British and 
Czech troops.  The Brigade headquarters, formed mostly of personnel from the 5e Groupe-brigade 
mécanisé du Canada (5 GBMC) from Valcartier, established its headquarters at Coralici, about 27 
kilometers to the south of Velika Kladusa, the site of the Canadian Forces national logistics base.  The 
British unit in the Brigade was the 1st (King’s) Dragoon Guards, a unit that had served in the battle of 
Waterloo and, in Bosnia, was equipped with Challenger tanks.  The Canadian infantry company and a 
company of Gurkhas provided infantry support to the Dragoon Guards.  The Czech unit was the 6th 
mechanised infantry battalion, which was equipped with Russian-built BMP’s, armed with a 73 mm gun. 
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British tank at the checkpoint that controlled the 
separation line between the two sections of Bosnia 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Brian poses in front of a vehicle used by the Czech 
battalion 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

In addition to Headquarters personnel, Canada also provided a recce squadron, an infantry company and 
a squadron of engineers.  The Canadian units were based at Camp Maple Leaf near Zgon.  By the time 
they arrived, a Canadian camp had already been established there by the previous rotation.  

British bridge-laying unit preparing for a practice 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Practice exercise for British bridge-laying unit 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

A Squadron 12 RBC (the reconnaissance squadron) was comprised of three 7-vehicle troops as well as 
command, administration and maintenance elements.  It was staffed with approximately 127 members, 
20 of which were reservists.  It was tasked to be the reserve force for the Brigade and performed the 
following tasks: 

 Day and night vehicle patrols to ensure freedom of movement within an assigned area of 
operation; 

 Regular inspections of cantonment sites to ensure that weapons, ammunition and vehicles were 
still stored at these locations; 

 Security escorts for convoys and visitors; 
 Traffic control; and  
 Weapons searches and collections. 
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Within its area of operation, the Brigade controlled the three crossing points along the separation line 
between the two parts of the country.  The Canadians controlled the crossing near Zgon (code named 
Minstrel Boy), the British controlled the crossing between Sanski Most and Prijedor (code named Grey 
Cat) and the Czech battalion controlled a crossing further north, near Bosanska Krupa. 

Patrolling operations 

Once the incoming squadron had taken over its duties at the camp, a patrolling schedule was set up.  
According to this schedule, one troop would perform local patrols returning to the camp each night, a 
second troop would perform long-range patrols sleeping over in a remote location, and the third troop 
would be assigned to maintenance, rest and camp defense.  Every two weeks or so, the troops would 
rotate tasks.  Being the reserve for the Brigade, the long range patrols covered areas throughout the 
Brigade’s area of operation and often involved stops at the camps occupied by the other units in the 
Brigade.  This routine was followed during much of the rotation. 

At the time, IFOR was particularly concerned that a person by the name of Fikret Abdić might return to 
the northwestern corner of the country, and destabilise the region.  Abdić had been the President of a 
large food distribution company prior to the war, and had established his own forces during the war.  
Although he himself was a Bosniak, he had had a disagreement with the Bosniak government in Sarajevo, 
and had aligned himself locally with the Serbs, helping them in their siege of Bihac and VK.  The 
Squadron was asked to patrol the area and collect information with a view to discouraging the 
resurgence of his local supporters.   

  
On patrol in the area of VK 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Cantonment near VK where the tanks from the 5th Corps 
of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina4 
were being stored 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

During one of the long-range patrols, Brian`s troop was spending the night at the headquarters camp in 
Coralici, when it was called upon for a possible intervention.  The troop moved out of camp, crossed the 
separation line at the Czech checkpoint and approached Prijedor.  Near Prijedor, the troop parked by the 
side of the road and awaited orders.  Eventually, they were told to stand down.  Brian later heard that 
somebody had started destroying houses previously occupied by Bosniaks with a view to discouraging 
them from returning to the area.  The perpetrators had apparently been using old land mines to blow up 
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the houses.  The activity stopped before the Canadian troop arrived, so its direct assistance was never 
needed.  

On another occasion, the troop passed a site, where British and Hungarian troops building a bypass route 
beside the destroyed Hrustovo-Vrhpolje Bridge5had found human remains and evidence that the area 
had been used as an execution site.  The UN war crimes team was called in to investigate the situation in 
1996 and as many as 150 bodies were found in three mass graves near the destroyed bridge.  As the war 
crimes team’s investigation proceeded, the victims’ bodies were sampled for DNA, then moved to the 
nearby Hrustovo/Vrhpolje Cemetery.  These killings were among the many serious atrocities that 
occurred in 1992 in the area around the town of Sanski Most.  

Destroyed Hrustovo-Vrhpolje Bridge where many 
civilians were killed in 1992. 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Graveyard on right where the bridge victims were 
buried after they were excavated from the river bed or 
in the surrounding area. 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Quite often, when out on patrol, the soldiers would park the vehicles, leave some soldiers to guard them 
and then conduct a three- or four-man foot patrol.  Brian remembers one occasion when his patrol had 
stopped by the side of the road opposite a police station to record the license plate numbers of the 
vehicles passing by.  Brian never received any explanation as to why this information was needed, so 
after a while, he complained about the futility of their work to the sergeant in charge of the patrol.  Just 
at that moment a man wearing civilian clothes and carrying a rifle walked down the street towards their 
position.  The sergeant, sensing Brian needed to be challenged, said to Brian, ¨OK, Mr. Wise Guy, let’s 
see how you handle this, you take the lead.¨  Brian stopped the man, who claimed to be a policeman. 
When Brian asked for his identification card, the man said that he forgot it at home in his other pants.  
Since Brian did not find this very convincing, he asked the man to come with him to the police station on 
the opposite side of the road to have someone vouch for him.  They went in and met the local chief, who 
seemed to know the man and smiled at him, and then offered them both coffee.  The chief was not able 
to provide Brian with any evidence that the person was a policeman, but he did not seem to be worried 
that the man was carrying a rifle.  The chief explained to Brian and his sergeant that they were just 
getting things in order after the war and were still not very organised.  After getting a sense that the man 
was indeed a policeman and not wanting to demand a level of proof that would have been excessive 
under the circumstances, Brian let the matter drop, but only after suggesting that the police chief 
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maintain a file or list of the policemen at the station.  After that, Brian was happy to return to the task of 
recording the license plate numbers of the vehicles passing on the road, even if he was not sure why. 

Squadron-level operations 

Brian remembers participating in only one squadron-level operation.  For several days the entire 
Squadron moved out of Camp Maple Leaf and set up a camp at the Željava Air Base, an abandoned 
facility formerly used by the Yugoslavian Air Force.  This base was situated on the border between 
Croatia and Bosnia near the city of Bihac.  It had been built at the request of Tito, Yugoslavia’s former 
president, who was forever concerned about the defense of the country.  It was impressive in that the 
hangars were constructed underground under Plješevica Mountain.  The entrances to the hangars were 
shaped in a manner that allowed an airplane and its wings and tail to pass but not much else.  Once at 
the airport, Brian noted that the Squadron seemed to be holding, possibly waiting for further orders.  
Occasionally, troops would be sent out to perform local patrols.  While his troop had a rest period, Brian 
took the opportunity to explore around the airport and approach the protected hangars.  After several 
days, the Squadron returned to its base at Zgon and resumed its normal patrolling pattern. 

Entrance to hangar at Željava Air Base 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Entrance to hangar at Željava Air Base 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Runway at Željava Air Base 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Memorial to Tito, the former president of Yugoslavia  – 
forest trimmed to spell his name 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 
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Elections 

In addition to security, one of IFOR’s principal tasks during this rotation was to support the national 
election of September 14, 1996.  The organisation of this election, which was the responsibility of the 
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), was apparently very complex. 

A second set of elections – municipal level elections – was also scheduled but had to be postponed due 
to political problems. 

During the week of the elections, the troops were parcelled out to reinforce the other units.  Brian’s 
troop was sent to the Czech camp, where they performed local patrols and were on standby in case of 
problems.  Each night, they slept at the camp occupied by the Czech Battalion.  While he was there, Brian 
remembers having a slight culture shock.  He was surprised to see that the chubby Czech drivers often 
performed their vehicle maintenance dressed only in their speedo underwear.  He also found the food to 
be very different from Canadian food.  He had trouble eating it and preferred to eat the hard rations that 
he had been issued back at the Canadian base. 

Leave and time off 

During his eighteen-day leave period, Brian went to England, where he was able to visit his father’s 
family and relatives.  For his two R&R periods, he went to Budapest with another member of the RCH. 

Training in Bosnia 

On one occasion, the Brigade headquarters organised what was referred to as the Brigade Olympics.  
Each unit in the Brigade had to organise a team to compete in skills-and-team-building events such as 
shooting, patrolling, tugs of war, etc.  Brian participated as a member of a team that had to assemble 
and load a trailer and push it a specified distance.   Each unit also brought some of the vehicles it used, 
and established a static display in front of the Brigade Headquarters.  The vehicles were lined up with the 
Czech vehicles to the far right extending past the headquarters building.  While Brian was touring 
through the British vehicles, he heard an explosion.  Apparently, a Czech in one of the vehicles on the 
right, had accidently fired the missile on top of his BMP while explaining to his visitors how it worked.  
Fortunately, the vehicle was on the far right of the line, so the missile flew past the headquarters 
building and hit the mountainside behind it.  Brian remembers hearing the boom and seeing the ensuing 
excitement. 

On another occasion, Brian’s troop participated in a live fire exercise on a range beside a Serbian base, 
near Banja Luka.  To get there they had to cross the line of separation between Sanski Most and Prijedor.  
Brian remembers being in awe as they passed the Serbian base, because of the large numbers of main 
battle tanks in the parking lots.  It made him feel very humble in his Cougar with its 76mm gun. 

Threat level rises to FEARNOT 

During Brian’s first tour, UNPROFOR worked with three threat levels to govern the soldiers’ state of 
readiness – red, green and yellow.  When the threat level was red, it meant that a camp or a unit was 
under actual or imminent attack, that all soldiers were on alert and that vehicles and all defensive 
positions at the camp needed to be manned.  If the level was set at green, there were no security 
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concerns, and if it was yellow, the soldiers had to take precautions and be in close proximity to their 
vehicles.  IFOR had a much more complex set of threat levels, even if the tactical situation around the 
camps was much calmer.  Above red, two new levels were added, one was BLACK and the other was 
FEARNOT.  BLACK was used to indicate a major battle was about to be fought and FEARNOT was used to 
indicate that even something more severe was about to happen.  The troops were given instructions that 
if ever the threat level was raised to FEARNOT, they were to abandon all activities and positions and 
return to their camps and prepare for a near-catastrophic event. 

When Brian’s patrol was out on a long-range patrol near Sanski Most, an incoming radio message was 
received stating that the threat level was being raised to FEARNOT.  This was almost unbelievable given 
that it was a hot, balmy late-summer day.  Local life seemed beautiful and many of the residents were 
out strolling on the streets.  The patrol commander immediately requested a confirmation, which he 
received.  He was then instructed to standby for a mission, and shortly afterwards received orders to 
proceed to a radio rebroadcast site at the top of a nearby mountain and evacuate the rebroadcast team 
situated there and escort them back to the camp.  Everyone in the patrol was quite alarmed, given that 
they were not told the reason for the escalation.  Brian remembered that Charles Arnsby, another 
member of the RCH, was working in the signals section at the top of that mountain.  As they moved 
towards the mountain, Brian`s imagination started to work.  He started wondering if they were going to 
be intercepted by a large column of armoured vehicles.  The patrol arrived at and moved through the 
British checkpoint at the line of separation.  Eerily, it was abandoned.  The three tanks that were 
normally stationed there had returned to their base.  This made Brian and the members of his patrol 
think that indeed the threat level was very serious.   

When the patrol arrived at the mountain, they had to climb a narrow gravel road to the top.  Part-way up 
the road, the lead vehicle came to a spot where the road was partially blocked by an abandoned farmer’s 
wagon.  Since the threat level was extremely high, and the people at the top of the mountain needed to 
be evacuated as soon as possible, Brian’s crew commander was in no mood to find the farmer and ask 
him to move it.  High on adrenaline, he decided to blast it out of the way.  He called upon Brian, his 
gunner in the vehicle, to traverse the turret and prepare to fire the main gun at the wagon.  When Brian 
traversed the turret, it jammed in a position where he was unable to aim at the wagon.  The stress level 
in the vehicle at that point rose quite high.  Later they found out that the driver had cleaned up the 
vehicle and had stowed things in places where they would not get in the way.  Unfortunately, he had 
stowed the portable radio in a place where it would interfere with the traversing mechanism of the 
turret.  While Brian and his crew commander were trying to work out the problem, the junior vehicle in 
the patrol was able to find a way to bypass the wagon, to the good fortune of the farmer.  The patrol 
continued up the mountain and arrived in time to see the signals section preparing to burn all their 
codes and sensitive documents.  Brian noted that they were still in relaxed dress and had not had the 
time to don their protective clothing.  The signals section did not normally concern itself with protection, 
because the security of the rebroadcast site was ensured by a platoon of Gurkha soldiers.  At that point, 
the patrol was notified that the threat level had been downgraded and that the evacuation was called 
off.  Later, Brian was informed that the threat level had been raised to FEARNOT by the Americans in the 
northern sector, who had identified a high-value target, possibly even General Mladic himself, the 
commander of the Bosnian Serb forces, and were attempting to capture him.  The Americans feared that 
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such a move would result in numerous reprisals against their own forces in the Northern area, so they 
had called a FEARNOT for their sector as a means of having all of their personnel return to their camps as 
soon as possible.  They had intended the threat level to be applied only to their sector but for some 
reason it had been announced country-wide. 

Tribute to fallen comrades 

On or about Remembrance Day, the squadron organised a visit to the Zenica Flyover, the location where 
two Canadian soldiers, including Brian’s friend David Galvin, had died in a vehicle accident three years 
prior, in 1993.  The two soldiers had been members of the very same squadron and the very same troop 
in which Brian was now serving.  To forever remember their demise, the troop had retired the call sign of 
the vehicle involved in the accident.  Instead of 13-Foxtrot, the last and seventh vehicle of the troop now 
used 13-Golf as its call sign. 

Under the escort of a patrol of cougars, two buses full of soldiers travelled south for three or more hours 
to arrive at the site, a bridge that crossed a river into which the vehicle had plunged.  The aim of the visit 
was to attend the dedication ceremony for a plaque that had been erected there in the memory of the 
two soldiers who died.  Brian remembers that the Padre addressed the attendees after a protective 
cover was removed from the plaque. 

After the poignant service in the warm autumn air, Brian started thinking back to the previous rotation 
and making comparisons.  He remembers thinking that the weather during the previous one had been 
constantly bleak and dreary.  He remembers thinking that the towns were often deserted of people and 
that the people he did see were understandably only interested in finding food, not really caring about 
their personal appearance.  He started comparing those observations to his present situation.  Maybe it 
was the warm, sunny weather that got to his head, but he thought that he detected a change for the 
better.  On his recent patrols and on the bus trip south, he had seen the local population out and about, 
working their gardens and taking care of business.  He noticed that the interpreters and the other local 
employees who worked at the camp, seemed to be more relaxed and more confident and even a little 
more demanding.  On his first tour, they had seemed unsure of themselves, were easily intimidated and 
were always concerned with basic needs such as food and safety.  Brian remembers one interpreter 
getting fired because she had refused to go on the Tarčin recce, out of fear for her personal safety.  
During his second tour, Brian noticed that these employees were more outspoken and less concerned 
about their safety.  Now that their more basic needs were being met, they were again concerned with 
their clothing and personal appearance.  He remembers several interpreters asking to be provided with 
boots or other items of clothing that were made out of Gortex, like those worn by the troops.  He saw 
this in a positive light and got the impression that, compared to the previous rotation, the country was 
changing for the better.  At that moment, at that place of sorrow, he felt the disillusionment that had 
built up in the previous rotation slowly start to fade away.  There, at the site of the memorial for the two 
fallen comrades, much as he regretted their deaths, he started to get a feeling of closure. 
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Site of the 1993 accident 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Brian poses beside a plaque that was erected at the site 
in memorial to the two soldiers who died. 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Troop house in Bihac 

Six weeks before the end of the rotation, the Implementation Force (IFOR) evolved into the Stabilisation 
Force (SFOR) and its strength was reduced from about 60,000 troops to 20,000.   

For a period of six weeks near the end of the rotation, Brian’s troop was sent to live in a troop house in 
Bihac to create a local presence and to perform local patrols.  Some of the soldiers would perform 
mounted patrols, while others would perform dismounted patrols, in groups of three or four.  Living in 
the house, there were 21 soldiers, 2 interpreters and one cook.   

During their stay in Bihac, the soldiers were invited to attend a CANCON show at VK.  A CANCON show 
was a group of Canadian artists – mostly singers and dancers - who were occasionally brought to the 
theatre of operations to entertain the troops.  Laurence Gowan, a solo artist and the lead vocalist and 
keyboardist for the band Styx, was one of the artists in the show.  After the show at VK, the CANCON 
group travelled around and made courtesy calls at the other Canadian camps in the region.  As their bus 
travelled through Bihac, the threat level was raised to red, so the bus and their escort was diverted to 
the platoon house at Bihac, where the group was asked to hold indefinitely.  Consequently, for a day, the 
troop house in Bihac was converted into a mini-concert hall while the artists practised and performed 
several impromptu concerts.  It was a pleasant way to wind down Brian’s second rotation to Bosnia. 
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Brian relaxing in his room at the Bihac 
troop house 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Cancom entertainers put on an impromptu concert in the dining area 
of the Bihac troop house 
Photo provided by Brian Cobby 

Return to Canada 

When Brian returned to Canada in 1997, he continued with his studies after which he was employed for 
a number of years by a manufacturer of gunnery training simulators.  During that time, he acted as a 
gunnery simulator instructor for numerous courses held in Canada and the United States.   

At the time he was interviewed for this document, he was the Squadron Sergeant Major for B Squadron 
of the Royal Canadian Hussars.  He had spent much of his time over the previous four years as an 
instructor in the advanced trade courses at the Armoured Corps Battle School in Gagetown. 

Footnotes 

1. See part 1 of 2 
2. See part 1 of 2 
3. The country was divided into two semi-independent entities, the Republic of Srpska, which was 

dominated by Bosnian Serbs, and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which grouped 
together the other two ethnic-religious communities. 

4. The Fifth Corps was one of seven corps in the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
The formation was deployed around the Bihać pocket to protect it against the surrounding Serb 
forces. The Fifth Corps also fought a successional Muslim force loyal to Fikret "Babo" Abdić, who 
was cooperating with Serb and Croatian forces. In its last military action, Operation "Sana 95", 
the corps defeated Abdić's supporters and brought a number of regions of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina under government control. 

5. The high number of ethnic killings in the area in 1992 led to a UN-sponsored war crimes 
investigation. The International Commission on Missing Persons oversaw the Krajina 
Identification Project which was focused on the excavation of different mass graves in the Sanski 
Most and Prijedor areas and the identification of victims found therein through DNA analysis.  
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Subsequently, in the Hague trial of wartime Bosnian Serb army commander Ratko Mladic, the 
sole survivor of a 1992 massacre at the Hrustovo/Vrhpolje bridge gave an account of how he and 
15 other men were beaten and forced to jump off the bridge. Their captors then shot at them as 
they tried to swim away.  The investigation was never able to conclusively determine who 
performed the killings or how the other victims found at the site died. 
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